
16. Find the points,on the sphere x2 + ,z I z2 : I that areclosest to or farthest from rhe point 1i, Z, t1.
17. A triangle is to rre.inscribed in the ellipse ix, + y, : ,with one vertex of the triangle at (_2, Oi *O ,fr" oppositeside perpendicular to the .r axis. Find'the-l*g"r, possiblearea of the triangle.

18. Let x and y denote the acute angles of a right tnangle. Findthe maximum value of sin -r siriy.
19. Let x, y, and z denote the angles of an arbrtrary triangle.Find the maximum value of sir " ,in y ,in ..
20. Find the minimum volume of a tetrahedron in the first oc_tant bounded by the planes x-: 0, y : O, z = O,and a planetangent to the sphere x2 + ,z + z2 : l. (Hinr.. If the planeis tangent to the sphere ar the poinr (;r, ;;; ze), then rhevolume oi the tetrahedron i" l/(,6*oyozo\)""
21. A rectangurar parallelepiped lies in the first octant, withthree sides on the coordinate planes unJ on" u.a"* on tt.plane 2x -f y t 4z: 12. Fini the maximum possible vol_ume of the parallelepiped.

Use Lagrange multipliers to solve Exercise s 22_25,which alsoappear as maximum_minimum problems in Chapter 4.
22. A cylindrical can with bottom and no top has volume V.Find the radius ofthr

area. (rhis t, r."..;:iTt*:Ti.fj'� *ssibre surface
23. Findthepointsontheparabolay = x2 * 2xthatareclosest

to the point (_ l, 0). (This is Exercise ZS in S""t on +.0.1
24. A rectangular printed page is to have margins 2 inches wideat th€ top and the bottom and margins r ir.r, *io" on eachof the two sides. If ttprinting, determine ;: ffir#:li ffi fi 

'J:tr#ji:,.'
itself. (This is Exercise 3l in Seciion 4.6.)---'

25. An isosceles triangle is inscribed in a circre ofradius r. Findthe maximum possible area of tt" t.iungf"- lffris is Exer_cise 60 in Section 4.1.)

Lagrange multipliers can be used to find the extreme values offunctions subjec to more than on..onr,.uinl;;;;" we wishto find the exrreme values of u run.tion 7 oi*tilJ" nu.ruot",satisfying the two constrainrs

872 I3 partial Derivatives

8r@, y, z) : c, and gze, y, z) : c2 (21)

26. Find the minimum distance between the origin and a pointon the intersection of the paraboloid , : i7"*, _ 
/2 andthe  p lane x  +  2y :  l .

27. Find the distance from the point (2, _2,3) tothe intersec_tion of the planes

2 t - y * 3 a :  1  a n d  _ x 1 _  3 y * e :  _ 3

Applications

28. A.construction company-needs a type of funnel to reducespillage when trucks are loaded wiih sa.ra. ffr" t,nn"f i, toconsist.of a circular cy.linder with radius S f""t on top of acone wirh the same radius (Figure 13.57).
a. If the entire funnel is to havl a capacity (votume) of 300;::" ffi' *i*#i?'j:fl nl r;*i:lri::H:

area) needed.
b. How, if at all, would the answer to part (a) be altered ifthe capacity w€re to be 400 cubic feet?'-'-- 

"

29.A rectangular storage box with volume 12 cubic inches is to
be made in the form shown in Figure 13.5g. ni"Jrt"A-
mensions that will minimize the 6tU ."rf"*-*r, "fbox. (Hint: Solve for ,\ in eactiequa,t"; ;;;;b;.i

X;jn 
t ., and c, are constants. The method is to solve the equa_

gradf(x, t, z) : 7 grad g1(x, y, z) + pL grad g2e, y, z)
along with the constrainrs in (21) for (x, y, z)and for A and p, ifnecessary and then to determine the largest and smallest valuesof I Both ). and, p. are called r_ug.uni" _ui;o;'r"* Use thismethod to solve Exercises 26_27.

FIGURE 13.57 Fieure
for Exercise 28.

FIGURE 13.58 Figure for Exercise 29.



30. A rectangular box, open at the top, is to have a volume of
1728 cubic inches. Find the dimensions that will minimize
the cost of the box if
a. the material for the bottom costs 16 times as much per

unit area as the material for the sides.
b. the material for the bottom costs twice as much oer unit

area as the material for the sides.

31. In this exercise you will solve a realistic version ofExercise
36 in Section 4.6. A cylindrical pipe of radius r and length /
must be slid on the floor from one corridor to a perpendicu-
lar corridor, each 3 meters wide (Figure 13.59). Find the
dimensions of the pipe that maximize its volume V. (Hint:
As in Figure 13.59, assume that the opposite ends of the
pipe touch the walls when the angle between the pipe and
the wall is r/4.)

FIGURE 13.59 Figure for Exercise
3 1 .

32. Suppose that on your vacation you plan to spend x days in
San Francisco, y days in your home town, and z days
in New York. You calculate that your total enjoyment
f(x, y, z) will be given by

f ( x , y ,  z ) : 2x - t  y  +  2z

If plans and financial limitations dictate that

x 2 + t z + 2 2 = 2 2 5

how long should each stay be to maximize your enjoyment?
33. The ground state en eryy E(x, y, z) of a particle of mass n in

a rectangular box with dimensions x, y, and z is given by

E(x,y, z) :

where ft is a constant. Assuming that the volume V of the
box is fixed, find the values of x, y, and z that minimize the
value of E.

34. The object distance p,image distance q, andfocal length/

13.9 lngrange Mubipliers

of a simple lens satisfy the equarion

Determine the minimum distancep * q between the object
and the image for a given focal length.

35. Fermat's Principle states that light always travels the path
between points requiring the least time. Suppose light trav-
els from a point A in one medium in which it has velocity v
to a point B in a second medium in which it has velocity u.
Using the fact that in a single medium, light travels in a
straight line, and using Figure 13.60, show that the light is
bent according to Snell's Law:

(Hint: T\e constraint is x * y : /, where x and y are the
distances indicated in Fieure 13.60.)

FIGURE 13.60 Fieure for Exercise
35.

36. A pharmaceutical company plans to make capsules con-
taining a given volume V of medicine. One executive
would like to have the capsules in the form of a right circu-
lar cylinder having length ft and base radius r with a hemi-
sphere at each end (see Figure 13.61). A second execurive
objects to the wastefulness of materials, and contends that
the same volume could be contained in a spherical capsule
having a smaller surface area. Which executive should get
the next promotion?

FIGURE 13.61 Fieure for Exer-
cise 36.

37. Let r represent capital and y labor in the manufacture of
/(.r, y) units of a given product. Assume that capital costs d
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